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Normative and Descriptive Ideals *

1 Introduction.

There are a number of areas of inquiry. that can be

looked at either from; a normative point of view ,or a

descriptive point of view. David Hume, in the TreTittse ot

Hujnan lature., remarked forcefully on the distinction

between "is" and "ought." He took to task those authors who 3

imperceptibly slip from asserting propositions about what Jis"

the case to asserting propositions about what ozh't to be the

case. This distinction, and the fallacv of ignoring: it, have

become basic features of our scientific outlook It is a proper

part of Science tco .•e.-,,te the behavior cf people in their

relations to other people, to CeSSA--.& the events of the

rrarketpiace. The normn-ative characterization of what people I.

may or should do in their relations with other people., of how

the marketplace should operaon, is no part o1 science, but

left for philosophers and preachers. The sociologist or

anthropologist is warned., "Don't make value ludgernent: '" It

is true that scient.ists, make value judgements pertaining, to

the conduct of personal and public life; but they do so as.

citizens and rroral beings, not as ,cientists.

we can look at decision theory, to take rone of the most

corrmplicated cases, either as-_ý a theory of how human being's

do actually make decisions, or as a theory ot how human

beings ought ideally to make decisions. The former is

descriptive; the latter normative. In the former case we are

offering a theory of how people act. In the latter case we

are offering a theory of how they ought to act This seems

simple enough on the face of it, but closer examination

renders the distinction less clear.
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The theory of how people ought to act is likely to have, for

many, ethical or even moralistic overtones... (One ought to begin

to eat only after the hostess has inrited one to begin, or has

herself started to eat.) On the face of it, decision theory is not of

a piece with manners. Decision theory is purely7 practical: a
question of how to choose in such a way as to maximize one's

satisfactions, or expected satisfactions. It is a matter, as
philosophers have been wont to put it, of practical reason.

Normative, no doubt. But we slid disjunctively over an

important distinction: "in such a way as to maximize one's

satisfactions" or "in such a way as to maximize one's expected
satisfactions. " The ideal goal of a theory of decision, one would

think. , would be to provide rules that would maximize one's actual
sa.tisfactions, not one's expected satisfactions. (We leave to one
side the question, perfectly valid and at least as important as

thLese other questions, of w:,hat satis-factions: present!? future?
actual?. ideal? ,,"hv is this not the goal of a normative decision

t heor.'

To maximize satisfactions is not the goal of a normative
decision theory, because we take it for granted that no theory can
do this. In a similar vein, w.,•,:e take it for -ranted that no

normat'ive epistemological theor- can insure both that our bodies of
knowledge have content and that they> eschew all error. These
constrairits on possible decision theories or on possible theories of

knowledge are constraints that derive from our knowledge of

human limitations. It is a part of the human condition that we
cannot predict the future perfectly, and therefore cannot choose
the course that will in fact maxirmize our satisfactions. It is part

of the w.,,ay in which we can. at best, learn about the world, that
we cannot always avoid error.

In principle, this is a somewhat slippery slope. For just as

I cannot avoid sometimes getting misleading samples when I
sample from the world, however conscientiously I try to do my
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:arnpling in the best way, so I cannot avoid sometimes tettin•

the wrong answer when I add up a column of ficures

Yet we take the ideal, in the torn-er .:_ t,-, be getting',

:ar!:es that are no more ni-:leadin: than would be expected

tatistically (at the 57 significance level, we expect to make false

rejections of hypotheses no more than 5% of the time), while the
ideal in the latter case is never to make a mistake

"What we take as a normative theory, as the ideal, depends
on what we take to be possible for human agents, but it depends
on it in no simple way. It ne.verthele. requires, input reflecting

the abilities, potentialities, and perhaps interests, of human beings
-- all matters of descriptive rather than nor-mative character

On the other hand, a descriptive theory of human decision
making appears to require a normative element Thus, for
ex._atmple, although a ran mav choos-e A _,r , he may re-oeMnze

that he has: made an error w.:hen he is reminded of his own
probabilities and utilities . It is ver!; difficult t,- ,raw a dis=tinction
btvween this c:ase, and that in which a rrar add-' 7 ard F. tn ae

15. There s-eemsl, to be an imprlicit un-erlv'. normative theory

behind the description of how people make lecisions and what the!,;

take to be errors in their decisiorjn-_
Let us illustrate these ideas in three ornmrain- dezrhctit7-e

lo-,gic, defeasible reasoning, anfd- declin therv

2. Deduction.

Deductive logic seems quite strawht-fnrward If you believe
that all men are mortal and that 2crcates i- a i-nan, then ':ou

should believe that S'.ocrates i- mortal.
Humbug. In the first place it is not. at. all clear that

-tandard first order logic is the appropriate representational

discipline for beliefs -- even such simple beliefs -:IS this, leaving
entirely aside beliefs about necessities, obligati ns. and unicorns
"Supposing that this is an appropriate reprezentation for some
beliefs, it isn't clear that. this is one of those beliefs Is the



universal quantifier the right quantifier7' Is the truth-functional

conditional the right connective? Should we be expressing the

belief by Some relation, rather than by a connective? If so,
&hould we think of it as a relation betw,.,een sentences, betw,•'een

propositi-:onal functions, cr betw..een properties.. or classes, or sets--:'

It could be argued that in fact it is the intuitive validity; of
this argument that constrains the wway in which we express the
component ingredients of the argurnent. This in turn could be de-
fended as a descriptive generalization of human habits of inference
of the better sort. "The better sort," of course, could be unpacked
in terms of success: in point of fact, such habits of inference will

lead from truths only to truths.
An even better sort would be a habit of inference that will

lead to a lot of truths, and only truths, from any premises, true
or false. But that is. not for us.

Let us leave to one side the problem of translating our body

of kno,,,ledse into some stanaard notation, and let us suppose that
the standard notation is that of first order logic. Given the
idealitv of the translation, we still should nrot expect the resulting

theory to constitute a description of anybody's actual body of
knowledge. Mere finitude precludes: that. This applies as well to

our a.i. systerns they, too, are finite, and thus cannot contain
J f-r example) all the logical truths.

.e night make our demand w•:eaker: we misht ask for

consistency,', rather that closure. Thus instead of saving that you
believe that Socrates is mortal, perhaps all we should ask is

that y..Jou not believe that he is nnn:srtai Even consistency
admits of grades, though. Strong consistency would demand that

the set of one's beliefs be consistent in the sense that no

contradiction is contained in its deductive closure. But this is
s-urelv not a description of any realistic body of belief. Surely

among the beliefs of the best of us there lurks a set of propositions
that. entails a contradiction.



So one might weaken the demand even more: we miqht ask

only for I-consistency: that is, that there be no ret of * or les.s
statements in the body.T of kno-,.,ledse that entail a contradicticon

Now we could turn back to the question of w.,,hat logic ',.7,

should adopt -- three valued? f'lne with soni form ot stract

implication or some form of subjunctive conditional? Should %,-e

decide on the basis of descriptive facts about the way people think2

Or on the basis of the waf. we take ideal people to reason' Or on

the basis of the way we think people ough12t to reason? Or on the
basis of the way we want our ideal constructions in A I to

operate?

There are sqenuine dispute-:- about loic. They fall into tw,,.To

categories. Some people think that the -tandard first-order

predicate calculus is seriously in error we should adopt a logic

that embodies a number of ti-uth values beyond "true" and "false,

or that is not cornrmitted to bivalence, or that does not have the
ditrilbution principle a-a theorem. There ,are more people who

think that standard logic too weak to do justice to real human

inference, and who therefore want to extend first order lo!gic to

deal with modal, deontic., epistemic, etc. arguments.

However we decide what logic is the best for our purposes, it

will surely not. be the ca-_e that our formal and explicit logic wll

a'ccuratelv. reflect how people do in tact reason or think, and it.
will surely not be the case that our formal and explicit losic will

reflect the divine norm of achieving all and only truths.

3- Probabilistic Inference.

There is a lot of concern now in artificial intelligence for

s.ystemns of defeasible reasoning, or default reasoning., or non-

monotonic reasoning, or ('a special case) inheritance hierarchies.

In the classical philosophical tradition, this is the same as the

traditional philosphical concern with inductive reasoning, non-

deductive inference, ampliative inference, scientific reasoning, and

so on. We may also think of it as the problem of probabilistic in-

ference
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By,, "probabilistic inference" I do not mean manipulations of

probabilities in accord with the probability calculus. I mean real

inference -- that is., arguments that proceed from prermises taiken

as evidence, to a categorical (not a probabilistic) conclusion

s-upported by but not entailed by that evidence.

A paradigm case is that of statistical inference. If we obtain

a large sample of A 's, and find that the proportion in the sample

that are B 's is i, then a natural thing to do is to conclude that

the proportion of B's among A 's is close to r This is NOT the

same as concluding that it is probable that the proportion of . 's

among A 's is close to ,-; though that, too, is true.

Whether or not it is best to allow probabilistic inference in

this sense is open to question and argument. Some writers --

those who find the Bayesian paradigm attractive' -- think that a

probabilistic rule of acceptance is awkward., unreasonable, arie d un-

warranted. Others think that the only way to being to mak:e

substantive reasonins tractibie Is to allow for defeasible inference.

and to permit the acceptance ot statements that may in due

course come to be rejected. Here again intuitions differ. And

here again, it seems likely that only the construction and

comparison of actual systems is. going to lead to a resolution of the

qu•estion. Mv o-,v.,,n vjiew is that., technical questions of

intractability aside, a purely Bavesian approach that. ezcnew,.-

acceptance is doomed to be practically unmanageable. But this is

a question that deserves to be tested.

4. Decision Theory.

If deductive logic represents a mixture of normative and

descriptive elements, decision theory is even more of a muddy
mixture. The Bayesian principle that one ought to maximize one's
expected utility seems on the surface to be both a description of
what people, however inefficiently and awkwardly, try to do., and

such a pervasive and intuitive principle of rationality that no one
could deny it. The principle has come very close to being regarded
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as a tautology in recent decades, since Frank P.ams•e•t Richard
Jeffrey 4 . Jimm" 'Sava;eS Ward Edwards6  and others have taken

preferences to reveal what. there is:, to be revealed about
probabilities and utilitiesý

Again, however, people's preferences are not consistent with

the Bayesian axioms concerning probabilities and utilities The
theory is not, at. first glan-e, an adequate descriptive theory of
the preferences people have or the wav in which thev rm-ake deci-
sions.

Should we treat this as a matter of weak flesh (or neuron-s'). ?
Savage thought so. He recognized that his own preferences could
well be inconsistent with the Bayesian axioms, and argued that

the import of this was mene!; that he would be inclined to make
ad iustmernts_ in his beliefs_ (arnd ut.ilitie.s at any.. point -at which
such an incon•:istencfv ri.-ht b1e pointed out to him. That i: the
Eayesian axiorrms are to be taken as a normative standard of
revis ion., rather than as a description of normal human preference

structure::.

But there are difficuilties even with thi-s s,:omewhat nor,-native

view. First of all, people d:1o not always modify their beliefs to
conform to the calculus of probability, even when disparities are
pointed out, as Eahneman and Tverskv7? and otherý; have show,/, n.
S.econd, there are sor-re case:-s. des•cribed by Allai..is% by Ell:-:ber-
where very smnart people have argued that the classic rules are
-^rnw rong. Third, there are ps-vchological studies, such as those
conducted and referred to by;; Lola Lopes 1 0, that indicate that a
number oif central moments of distributions, rather than just the
expectation, or even the expectation and variance, are relevant to
the way people make dt:isions.

Our concern i.s not to try to argue one way or the other

about these matters, but rather to point out that it is not at all
clear how normative and descriptive aspects of decision theory are
supposed to interact. v-ie do not agree on what to take as nor-
mative -- even within the Bayesian framework -- and we'take

7



the descriptive, when it is quite universal, as it i- in the case of

the "paradoxes" of Allais and of Ellsberg, to be an influential guide

in our normative quest.

This is a non-trivial matter in philosophy,., ., where, after all,

we w,,:ould like to understand what is right and what is wrong in

theories: of decision under uncertainty. But it is an absolutely

crucial matter in artificial intelligence, where we are going to build

into our sCsters some decision procedure. What our sy;stem is
going to do will depend on what decision procedure we build into

it.. We had better give this question some serious thought if our

systems are to be taken seriously.

This coin has another side: it may well be that the artificial
systems can gsive us a testbed for our philosophical ideas about

decision theory::,. W,,e can see how one approach or another turns

out. This- can be done in several ways. The traditional

philosophical -w:ay, is to see if there are natural or anomalous
consequences of the assumuptions ,e make. An artificial s1.ste

can generate a lot more consequences than a piece of paper and a

pencil. There is also the possibility, not available to the

traditional philosophy, of running such a s,.:stem on a range of

problems.. or in a range of possible circums-:tances, and seeing how

w,,ell it does Perhaps. we should measure a decis.-ion theor- by, its
s-uccess.•;!

This leads to another problem: We surely do not mean to

measure the appropriateness of a decision theory by its short-term

success Even if Madam DuBois correctly picks the winner in the
next horserace, we do not install her as our fundamental principle

of decision theory. What we want is not an instance of success,

but a reasonable indication of long-run success. And this is a

matter of induction or defeasible inference, which we already

Lonsidered in section 3.

5. Probabilities.
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Even if ever';body's preferences and choi':ces could be bent

into a shape that. could be accounted for b,7 a suhb ective

r,robability function and a subjective utilit'r functio-n, there are

normative con-uiderations that would lead u- to be critical of -:on-re
o-f tho-se functions. For present purpos,-es-. w.e shall leaw:.e utilitr.z

functions to one side, but there are surely p..7 robabilitT;; functions
that we would regard as crazy. This judgment has empirical and

descriptive roots: most people don't believe preposterous things for
no reason (.except in matters of religion). There are. some of us
believe, norms for probability.;- judgment that go be.,ond conformit,,

to the probability calculus,.

According to Frank R'amse, m,.; deerees of belief should
-•ati.sf.-.: the probal:'ilitv calculus "on pain of n,-onistenc7 " This

makes it sound as if (some of) the normr-, of proJabditu judgment

Can re:-t o-n princ:iples of deductive l-,_ici b1.ut, it1 r•ii::leadins' The

alleeed "inconsistency" consnists. in lavin;_ oneself ,-_-en to hlaviniv a

book made asain--st one .... eone w ose belie f --w,..-ere ed-tu-•ctiv.

?ound would not have a book made ac~ainst himn regardless 04 his

_ere;e_.s of belief
For example, if I have a degree of belief equal to 1/3 in

heads, and a degree of belief equal to 1/37 in tails, ! an., on

.amse.:'s viJew. expressing mu. v-:llingness t•o bet at 2 1 asainst

heads and na -i...llingness to bet at 2 -:.- asains.t tails. but.i. I arn

not., b an=-t.. c tretc-h of the innaginartiorne_. . expre-.-lng mr.y willingne ss
to bet s:imultaneously at. 2: 1 against ht:eads and at 2: 1 against.

tails. First come, first served, I say.

Furthermore, cbserve that I am nrot bound to lose with these

degrees of belief. Every bet I make at these crazy oddz, on a

sequence of occasions., JM,,r turn out in my: favor.

I take it to be a descriptive fact that most reasonable people

would regzard these odds as odd. I take it to be a normative fact

that they s~ould be regarded as odd -- 1. e., that there is a
standard to which degrees of belief should conform that ,oes

beyond conformity to the probabilit.y calculus.

9



Interval-valued episternic probabihty.7 provides one normative

view" according to which sorne degrees of belief, giv.;en the evidence

that we hav.e, are prohibited as irrational and unacceptable. It iL

a gratifying feature t,f that view.,.. of probability that one can shov...
that there exists a classical belief function that conform:n- to the

intervals of epist.emic probabilityl.

Here again we see a balance between descriptive and

normative considerations playing a role in the development of our

theory7. And w,,:hile we may and should take descriptive fact:c

concerning the degrees of belief that people have as a clue to the

normative standards we wish to emkbodt. in our machines and in
ourselves, and just as intuition concerninrg basic pr'nciples and

intuition co-ncerning rparticuiar cases. can also play a role, the

ultimate test of the coc:king is in the pudding.

6. Updating Probabilities.
There are Dutch Book ars.urcients: that concern he updatIing

of degree: of belief, just. as there are Dutch Book arguments

concernin- :t atic degrees of belief. Again, there is no question of
"inconsistencv" in having one's beliefs violate the dynamic
c-,,nditinon of updating by.-7 temporal Borditioralizatior. But this time

ff turn= out that. temporal condit.onralization is Lnconsistent w,,-ith

interv:al vlued epistemic probkability..: as we have defined it
This provides a real, dow,,,n to:, earth, illustration of the

theoretical dynarmics of normative and descriptive considerations.
People tend., other things beinrg equal., to conform to temporal

conditionelization. People tend, other things being equal, to base
their probability assessments on reference classes that v.•i ld

relatively sharp probabilities. These two tendencie-s ccme into

conflict in certain rather special situations, and intuitions conflict

about what is the right way to gf:, in these situations.
Here is a case where it see ris quite likely that artificial

intelligence systern:-, run on a collection of sensible cases, rnmay

enable us to make a philosophical judgment about the best way to

10



1o It is also a case where, without an initial philosophical iuecs

there would be no way for an A I sustem to get off the ground

7. Testing.

Wie have looked at a number of issues that constitute on>;, a

fraction of those that come up in either the philosophical or the

computational analysis of coegnition. it has been suggeested that in
some sense we should jud!-e these issues by. reference to the

performance of systems that embody one or another of the possible
sets of commitments one rrniht make.

We've already noticed that this is- more complicated than it

appears, since short. run "su-cecs" can't be our standard. What
w-e need as a basis for choice is evidence concerning-, the long run
-:urcess of one set cif c-omnmitrnent-s as 'opo'sed to another. but thl-

is a matter of defeasible inference, or induction, or probabilic tic

inferenrce, or probabilit'iv thhat ist it is a ma.tter oi the very kind

of thing that is at issue

One possible basis for choice arn-orv:-e, t~he principles that satisfy

our intuitions and that. seem to be reflected in actual human
behavior would be the franrdly prag:matic basis of content. A:-:1-ime

that there is some plausible wa. to rneasure the content of a finite

.set of sentences (axio oms). For very: simnp:le lansuases, it rnis-'ht bLe
the cardinality of the set. For larwuages with quantitative

functions, it. might depend on the precision of the assertions

embodied in the sentences.
Given such a measure of content of a finite set of sentences'.,

v,we might compare two logicali'lin.-uistic frameworks according to

the content of their predictive asz-:ertions. This takes probability.7

for granted, and thus ma': be?- the question concerning the choice

of probabilities. On the other hand, perhaps it takes for granted
only what is common to an,, plau:-,ible view of probability. This is

an area to be explored. The object. of the present exersize is to

indicate that it is an area that should be explored,

i'



A view that has attracted considerable attention in a i is

the view that we can elucidate. defeasib:-il-le reasoning in termrs ctf

KL........ it "" In its sim:ples:t form the specificit. principle -irect us-:
to formulate our (defea-sible) opinion:s about an cbject accordin!, to-

the smallest set of which we know that it is a member The

classical illustration is that of Tweet:;: the penguin: we infer that

Tweet..7 does not fly, even though Tweetv is a bird, because

penguins are a subset of birds, and penguins don't fly.
So far so good. But this does not take care of all cases, as

has been widel-y recognized. The next development of the principle
has to do with logical strength: base your defeas-sible inference on

the logically strongest knrowiedge you have of the object in

qI iestion.

if this is construed merel:.7 as a principle of total evidence it
seers unco_-ntrover-sial, but. it d':,e:s not -guide us in the choice of a

set of objects to which we should refer the object in question, or

ani!Ithing like that. It provides: n,-o concrete guidance. Lin the

other hand, there are two cases-. about which our intuitions seem

to' be pretty strong, that. dc not seemn t~o be accounted for by any

kind of specificity 12 .

8. Conclusion.

2,ub lect to this last. -on jectu•e• we can claim i:'c'th that logic

"(and probabilit, and decilsonL theory) is. conventional, and at the

came time that there -are rational wa..s of choosing among the

available conventions. The choice reflects the interplay among the

:-acts of human cognition arnd especially human limitations, our

intuitions concerning the principles to be found in simple cases..

and pragmatic considerations: of the sort last mentioned.

Probability gives us a handle on these things, but of course

probability is one of them itself. Is it more fundamental? Sure.

Does that cut much ice? Not much. To the extent that we can

limit our considerations to what is common to a number of views

of probability, we may find that we have a basis for choice.

12



W'hat We need u' an a-iccouint o-i defeasible rea-i-onir-1iý -- th-at

is, ata kind of reas_:oning:L- that wilgive us- practic-al cert aint ies,.

but that is not r-i-ncritotnic- It wv-ill be a lkind of reas:-onins tha
alosUS to chansee our mllinds in repneto nwevidence._

ThH3 principle cf szpec~ificit.'7 :'eSeriS to w.ýork tlIn a_ Ilimitefd

domain of cases -- namnelyK/ the ca-ses in which we,-c should be

looking at subsets. Comnstud bro:adly,, -as loical strengthth

principle seems uriconitrovertible, b-ut it also seems devo~id of us.eful

content. Construed -as :orrethiricr in between the recomarrendation1-

to coos a sbse ovr a-- su-perset as a reference class, an he

s-eneral heuristic reorrredtonc use all the evidence. y)ou

have, it is riot clear- how,-; to apply. the principle.
Qine lessron we learn is- tha_ýt wvhile the basic distinction

betw%,een normative and descriptive principles seems. as solidly:,2
i-rournded as ever , the plciesfrom amnonŽ2 wvhich -. mu-t i:*7elprt

both in oonc-tructirvs norn-ative philOsophical frarne,.- Cli',*1 lI

.n~ow-4.led:2e aind inference, and in construct~in.2 art-ific' i '' ter:,

both pure -and applied purposýes. must include both nort- eK,

rnust look to wha-=t people do,, to wh-at they aire capab--le of1-4ii
and to wý.hat they., ought to do, in order to ;:ather the mnaterials for

epis:zter-nic reconstruction arind sIelf improvernent.
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